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ABSTRACT 

Title: “Sustainability as strategic advantage in the energy industry – The case of Enpal.”  

Author: Marlon Bischoff  

This case study focuses on Enpal, a Berlin based solar panel installation company, that 

developed a novel leasing model for solar panels and energy saving equipment to homeowners, 

at no upfront cost.  

 

The case allows students to analyse a practical scenario on how a company can gain 

competitive advantage based on a sustainability strategy. The case offers an understanding of 

the key aspects of shared value creation and strategic sustainability. Students have the 

opportunity to analyse the challenges facing the German energy sector, including the rise of 

renewable energy, electrification, shifting competitive positioning, consumer behaviour and 

changing legislation. The case study highlights Enpal's commitment to sustainability and the 

initiatives the company has undertaken to create shared value. 

 

After studying this case, students are expected to, (1) understand the challenges facing the 

energy sector in the 21st century, (2) evaluate Enpal's strategy and its success relative to its 

competitors, (3) analyse the role of sustainability in Enpal's strategy and identify the initiatives 

that the company has carried out to create shared value, (4) differentiate between integrative 

and transformative approaches to sustainability in the energy sector, and (5) develop 

recommendations for Enpal's top management to further develop its strategy with sustainability 

concerns. 

The goal for students is to differentiate stages of corporate social responsibilities and apply 

theoretical literature to a practical scenario. The dissertation includes a literature review of the 

concept of corporate social responsibility, shared value creation and sustainability strategy. It 

also offers teaching notes to help instructors lead the in- class discussion. 

Keywords: Strategic sustainability, renewable energy, electrification, shared value creation.   
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SUMÁRIO 

 
Título: "Sustainability as strategic advantage in the energy industry – The case of Enpal.” 

 

Autor: Marlon Bischoff  

 

Este estudo de caso centra-se na Enpal, uma empresa sediada em Berlim que desenvolveu um 

modelo de aluguer de painéis solares e aparelhos de poupança de energia para proprietários de 

casas, sem custos iniciais.  

 

O caso permite aos alunos analisar a forma como uma empresa pode obter uma vantagem 

competitiva através de uma estratégia de sustentabilidade. Adicionalmente, o cao permite 

compreender os principais aspectos da criação de valor partilhado e da sustentabilidade 

estratégica. Os alunos têm a oportunidade de analisar os desafios do sector da energia, 

incluindo o aumento das energias renováveis, a electrificação, a alteração da posição 

competitiva, o comportamento dos consumidores e a alteração da legislação. O estudo destaca 

o compromisso da Enpal com a sustentabilidade e as suas iniciativas de valor partilhado. 

 

Após o estudo, os alunos deverão ser capazes de: (1) compreender os desafios do sector da 

energia no século XXI, (2) avaliar a estratégia da Enpal e o seu sucesso em relação aos 

concorrentes, (3) analisar o papel da sustentabilidade na estratégia da Enpal, (4) distinguir 

abordagens integradoras e transformadoras da sustentabilidade no sector da energia, e (5) 

apresentar recomendações para que a Enpal continue a desenvolver uma estratégia baseada na 

sustentabilidade. 

 

O objectivo para os estudantes é aplicar a teoria da responsabilidade social das empresas a 

cenários práticos. A tese analisa a literatura sobre responsabilidade social, criação de valor 

partilhado e estratégia de sustentabilidade e inclui notas para facilitar a discussão na aula. 

 

Palavras-chave: Sustentabilidade estratégica, energias renováveis, electrificação, criação de 

valor partilhado 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This case is intended to teach students practical frameworks of corporate social responsibility 

and sustainability strategy. 

The topic of sustainability strategy became increasingly relevant over the last decades through 

the intensifying threat of climate change and its consequences. Companies are being forced to 

rethink their traditional ways of doing business and include sustainability into the core of their 

strategic decisions to account for their environmental impact. The relevance of sustainability 

strategy for companies is enhanced by governmental regulations, consumer preferences and 

the emergence of new technologies. The energy sector in particular faces the need to transform 

towards sustainable energy generation by accounting for approximately 35 percent of total 

global emissions [1]. 

An example of how these trends can influence an energy market can be observed in Germany. 

The liberalization of the German energy market and the political commitment to transform the 

market to achieve net-zero carbon dioxide (CO2) have prompted significant market 

transformations over the past two decades. These tendencies stimulated the formation of new 

businesses that challenged the status quo by utilizing alternative energy concepts. 

This dissertation focuses on Enpal, a Berlin based solar panel installation company that 

developed a novel leasing model for solar panels and energy saving equipment to homeowners, 

at no upfront cost. The case study provides students with a detailed overview of Enpal's 

business model, including its unique approach to solar panel leasing and its competitive 

position in the market. Students will also analyse the challenges facing the energy sector, 

including the rise of renewable energy, electrification, shifting competitive positioning, 

consumer behaviour and changing legislations. 

This case is based on internal interviews with Enpal employees from different departments and 

publicly available information. In total eight interviews have been conducted over the timespan 

of two weeks, including key employees in marketing, business development, procurement, 

operations, venture development and corporate communications (Case Exhibit 17). Due to 

confidentially requested by the interviewees, complete transcripts of the interviews are 

excluded from this dissertation. Nevertheless, short quotes were allowed to contextualize the 

content of the interviews and summarize the main claims of the interviewees.  
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2.  CASE 

In 2022, the energy sector contributed 33 percent of Germany's total carbon dioxide emissions. 

Accelerated by the Russian war in the Ukraine and the subsequent Russian gas shortage, 

Germany burned more coal than in previous years, which had a direct impact on emissions [1]. 

With the clear objective of becoming the world's first climate-neutral industrial nation by 2045, 

the German government has taken drastic measures to reduce emissions from the German 

energy sector [2].  

Enpal is a German company that specifically addresses this issue. Enpal, which was founded 

in 2017 by Viktor Wigert, Mario Kohle, and Jochen Ziervogel, grew to become the largest 

private photovoltaic (PV) installation company in Europe by 2022, with a revenue of more than 

400 million USD.  

Enpal made it possible for private households to become largely independent of utility 

providers by producing and storing their own electricity through photovoltaic panels and 

offering a full-service package for a monthly fee by selecting a strategy centred on 

sustainability and affordability. The services include a feasibility study, the installation of solar 

panels, heat pumps, energy storage, and a wall box, as well as the completion of administrative 

tasks such as registering the solar panels with the local network operators and providing 20 

years of maintenance. After the 20-year leasing period, customers can purchase the entire 

installation for one Euro. 

 

“For most consumers solar panels are a high involvement and low interest product. There is 

a high initial effort to find the right supplier and it requires a lot of attention to technical details 

to build an ecosystem connecting heat pump, solar panels, wall box and storage of electricity. 

Enpal offers an all-in-one solution from planning to maintenance without a high initial 

investment of purchasing all parts of the photovoltaic panels and complementary systems. We 

built a service that is paying off to customers from the first times they start generating their 

own electricity. […] Our vision is to put a solar panel on every roof, a heat pump in every 

basement and a wall box in front of every house to build a connected community of renewable 

energy households in Europe [3]”. 

 

“We wanted to build a solution that is a no-brainer to potential customers. And we wanted to 

build a product that is so good that we would recommend it to our mum” [4].  
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Enpal has installed solar panels on 11,000 homes with a 400 percent year-over-year growth 

rate over the past year [5]. Enpal has enjoyed tremendous success in recent years and is one of 

Europe's fastest-growing start-ups [6]. Through its strategic emphasis on sustainability, it 

appears Enpal found the ideal moment to lead a transformation in the German energy sector. 

 

2.1 THE GERMAN ENERGY MARKET 

Energy producers, transmission, and distribution network operators (TSO & DSO), energy 

suppliers, energy traders, and energy service providers are a few examples of the diverse actors 

that make up the German Energy Market. These actors operate within a complex regulatory 

framework designed to ensure a reliable energy supply, encourage the development of 

renewable energy sources, and protect energy consumers' interests [7].  

First, energy producers include large-scale facilities that generate electricity from fossil fuels, 

nuclear energy, and renewable energy sources such as wind, solar, and biomass. Second, TSOs 

and DSOs are responsible for maintaining the physical infrastructure that transports energy 

from generators to consumers. Third, energy suppliers are companies that sell energy directly 

to consumers, they typically do not generate energy themselves but buy it as a commodity on 

the wholesale market. Fourth, energy traders are businesses that buy and sell energy on the 

exchange market. They play a crucial role in balancing the supply and demand of energy on 

the market and ensuring the availability of electricity when it is required. Finally, energy 

service providers offer a variety of energy consumption consulting services and can assist 

consumers in managing their energy consumption more efficiently [8].  

The initiative to transform the German energy market to achieve net-zero CO2 emissions and 

combat climate change has prompted significant market transformations over the past few 

decades [9]. The energy transition has multiple ramifications for stakeholders in the energy 

market, who are motivated by a variety of factors [10]. It is inherently shaped by consumers' 

preferences of clean affordable energy, new technologies, and government regulations of CO2 

emissions, which encouraged the formation of new businesses that challenge the status quo 

through alternative energy concepts [11]. 

 

2.1.1 IMPORTANCE OF RENEWABLES IN THE ENERGY MARKET 

After the 1996 liberalization of the German energy market, the price of electricity is determined 

at the European Energy Exchange in Leipzig (EEX). Energy is traded as a commodity either 

through derivatives, such as futures or options, or on the spot market. Despite the fact that only 
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25 percent of electricity is traded on the spot market, the respective spot prices serve as the 

benchmark for derivative contracts and are therefore regarded as the price driver for electricity 

in Germany [12]. The central mechanism of price formation is the Merit-Order effect, which 

determines the order in which electricity-generating power plants are deployed on the market 

to achieve the optimal economic supply. The Merit-Order is based on the lowest marginal cost 

required to produce one kilowatt hour of electricity. Therefore, the power plants that produce 

electricity at the lowest cost are entitled to provide their energy first. Then, power plants with 

a higher marginal cost are added until the total demand is satisfied. This model is based on the 

assumption that power plant operators always want to cover the cost of the next kilowatt-hour 

(kWh) of electricity produced; otherwise, they would not produce electricity. Therefore, the 

expansion of renewable energies into the market affects the price of electricity during periods 

of abundant supply. With their near-zero marginal costs, photovoltaic and wind energy are 

pushing peak load power plants to the bottom of the Merit-Order as they enter the market. This 

phenomenon is termed the Merit-Order Effect (MOE) of renewable energies. Only the residual 

load, or the remaining electricity demand that renewables cannot satisfy, must be met by 

conventional power plants (Case Exhibit 14). Therefore, conventional power plants are still 

necessary to balance the fluctuating supply of renewable energy [13],[14]. With Germany's 

ambitious goal of transforming its energy sector to be climate neutral by 2045, the expansion 

of renewable energy sources is essential. Energy storage, energy efficiency, and energy 

flexibility are crucial for a successful transition, which can be achieved by aligning consumers' 

and producers' consumption and production through smart grids [15]. 

 

2.1.2 INNOVATIONS IN THE GERMAN ENERGY MARKET 

The German energy market has traditionally been state-owned, as the country's economy is 

highly dependent on affordable energy and the availability of energy resources. By controlling 

energy distribution and production, the government attempted to influence economic growth 

[16]. However, since the 1990s, the German Energy market has undergone market 

liberalization as a result of the deregulation of the energy market, allowing for competition 

between various energy providers. With the passage of the Renewable Energy Act (EEG) in 

2000, the government provided additional incentives for the development of wind, solar, and 

biomass energy sources. Since the introduction of the EEG, the proportion of renewable energy 

consumption has increased from 3.8% to 46.2% in 2022 and is continuing to rise. [17]. The 

primary incentive consisted of establishing fixed prices for the supply of renewable energy to 
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the grid (fixed feed-in tariffs) for up to twenty years [18]. These fixed returns made private 

solar panel investments plannable and potentially profitable, thereby accelerating the shift 

toward renewable electricity. Germany's subsidiary-based legislation served as a model for 

other nations and was characterized as energy democracy [19] due to the extensive public 

participation.  

Self-consumption has become more economically viable in recent years due to rising electricity 

prices, the rise of electric mobility, electric heat pumps, and storage technologies, as fixed feed-

on tariffs no longer cover current electricity prices (Case Exhibit 11). The introduction of smart 

electric meters, which allow network operators and households to communicate to coordinate 

demand and supply of electricity, was a further significant step in the expansion of private PVs. 

The smart meter is particularly important for decentralized electricity generation because it 

automatically determines the balance between demand and supply in the grid and can decide 

when to store energy, charge electric vehicles (EVs), and supply energy to the grid. Through 

this newly created transparency, stored electricity can be utilized optimally, and a steady supply 

of renewable electricity can be ensured. Since the implementation of the "Act on Metering 

Point Operations and Data Communication in Smart Energy Networks" 

(Messstellenbetriebsgesetz, MsbG) in 2016, all consumers are required to replace their 

mechanic electrical meters with smart meters by 2032 [20].  

The primary motivation for adopting smart meters is to create a decentralized electricity 

network by connecting all stakeholders in a "smart grid" and enabling real-time production and 

demand data exchange. Real-time communication reduces the risk of energy loss and enables 

optimal utilization of available resources [21–23]. Smart grids were initially conceived by the 

"European Technology Platform for Electricity Network of the Future" (Smart Grids ETP), 

whose objective was to create the internet of energy to integrate all elements of the energy 

supply chain into an interactive system and satisfy demand by utilizing the totality of produced 

energy in the most effective manner. [24]. 

 

2.1.3 THE VIRTUAL POWER PLANT 

 

“Our vision is to connect all homes, creating one big, shared energy community. To reach this 

goal, we developed a full energy and mobility system—a virtual power plant” [3]. 
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The long-term objective, based on the notion of smart grids and the internet of energy, is to 

replace traditional power plants with virtual power plants (VPPs). VPPs use the extra energy 

from numerous dispersed energy storage units to create a dependable alternative power source. 

Primarily, VPPs function as a network of interconnected solar or wind batteries. Collectively, 

the energy extracted from each storage unit can serve as a substantial source of electricity. A 

VPP is based on a central control system of all connected assets that monitors, controls, and 

coordinates available resources to ensure that supply and demand are always in balance. 

Through the interconnection of assets, this network's electricity can be collectively exchanged 

on the energy market and injected into the grid to stabilize it during variations. As a result of 

the rise of renewable energy, VPPs are able to compensate for the variations that accompany 

the production of renewable energy. In order to achieve independence from conventional 

energy production, VPPs can therefore replace nuclear, coal, and gas power plants in the Merit-

Order [4]. With the proliferation of solar systems, wind farms, and electric vehicles, which are 

considered mobile power storage units, VPPs provide a feasible alternative to conventional 

power plants [5]. Companies such as Enpal and 1komma5 are already operating VPPs by 

linking their consumers energy storage units. 

 

2.1.4 ELECTRIFICATION AS KEY FACTOR FOR CARBON NEUTRALITY 

Electrification is the process of replacing systems that rely on fossil fuels with technologies 

that rely on electricity as their primary energy source. Electrification can reduce carbon 

emissions, depending on the resources utilized to produce electricity [5]. The extensive 

electrification of Germany's infrastructure is another essential component of the German 

government's "Federal Climate Change Act" (KSG) in achieving climate neutrality by 2045 

[4]. The KSG is primarily concerned with the transportation, residential, and industrial sectors.  

The shift to electric mobility and the expansion of charging infrastructure in Germany are 

essential parts of the electrification of the German transportation sector. In addition, newly 

registered electronic vehicles are exempt from taxes to encourage the growth of 

environmentally friendly personal transportation. For implementing energy saving measures 

and switching from fossil-based to electric heating (heat pumps) methods, households receive 

financial incentives. In addition, newly constructed buildings must incorporate electric heating 

systems and adhere to stringent energy efficiency rules. Furthermore, to facilitate their 

operations, industrial businesses are required to migrate to the use of renewable energy and get 

incentives to establish their own photovoltaic systems [4]. Through these incentives, 
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Germany's energy consumption is predicted to increase dramatically until 2030, putting 

additional pressure on the expansion of renewable energy capacity and the development of 

smart grids [6]. 

 

2.2 ENPAL’S BUSINES OPERATIONS 

Enpal was founded in 2017 by Viktor Wigert, Mario Kohle, and Jochen Ziervogel with the 

objective of enabling homes to become fossil fuel independent and produce their own energy. 

Over ninety percent of people are in favour of rooftop solar panel installations as a source of 

renewable energy, yet only ten percent of appropriate rooftops have this technology installed. 

The founding team determined that this is mostly due to the high cost of the first investment 

and the bureaucratic and technical hurdles that many potential customers lack the confidence 

to tackle on their own. As a result, they developed a business to rent solar panels, storage 

technology, alternative heating technology, and electric vehicle charging without requiring an 

initial investment. In addition, they provided ongoing maintenance and client service, as well 

as app-based energy management tools. Thus, customers could realize cost savings as early as 

the first month of rental. When the rental contract expires after twenty years, clients can 

purchase the installation for one euro and continue to enjoy cost savings for about fifteen more 

years [4]. Enpal facilitates this leasing model by re-financing from capital investors such as 

ING-DiBa, BlackRock, Pricoa Capital, and other credit institutions. Enpal's expansion was 

supported through five financial rounds totalling 1.7 billion euros [31] (Case Exhibit 16). 

Beginning in 2023, Enpal will also sell equipment to customers who desire to acquire their PV 

installations before the conclusion of the leasing period [33].  

As of December 2022, Enpal employs approximately 2,000 workers. 1,000 of these individuals 

are technicians that examine the viability of projects and install the equipment in order to 

manage the solar panel installations in a timely manner. Enpal created an educational institution 

to teach candidates in the installation and maintenance of photovoltaic systems (PVs) and 

auxiliary equipment in response to the increased demand for high-quality labour and 

installation. Approximately 500 office clerks manage the bureaucratic processes of registering 

PVs with local network operators, which can be a time-consuming and detail-oriented process 

[34]. 

Sales are conducted solely through the Enpal website [35]. Customers give basic information 

about their residence and the desired rental items. The client is then provided with preliminary 

estimates of CO2 emissions and cost savings based on their current energy use and power 
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supply contract. If the client wishes to proceed, an Enpal specialist conducts an on-site 

inspection of the residence to confirm the viability of the installations. After calculating the 

actual monthly rent and savings, installations can begin as soon as contracts are signed [35].  

 

“Due to the rapid expansion of photovoltaic installations in the recent years, for now, China 

is the only country to source photovoltaic systems and other equipment for our solar 

ecosystems. China is the only country, for now, that offers the most advanced components, has 

the production capacities to meet our demand and is also able to scale productions along the 

growth of the whole photovoltaic installations sector. Nevertheless, supply chain risks, mostly 

caused by political uncertainty, and concerns about sustainability are rising. That is why we 

work closely with the German government and partners in our industry to bring solar panel 

manufacturing back to the European Union” [38]. 

 

Enpal purchases all its equipment directly from Chinese manufacturers through its Shenzhen-

based purchasing office. The company engaged in a strategic relationship with the two largest 

solar panel manufacturers in the world, LONGi New Energy and Huawei Technologies, to 

assure a supply of high-quality solar panels and other equipment. Enpal closely monitors these 

suppliers' adherence to EU and German compliance regulations and requires them to comply 

with these rules. In addition, Enpal utilizes supply chain monitoring tools to evaluate 

impending hazards associated with the procurement and transit of equipment from China. This 

software also enables Enpal to select the most environmentally friendly mode of transport, by 

comparing all available alternatives, and respond to impending supply chain sustainability 

threats [36]. In the future years, Enpal intends to develop a combined European equipment 

plant to respond more nimbly to fluctuating demand and make its supply chain more 

sustainable, by reducing the emissions caused through transportation and gaining further 

control about the environmental standards that must comply to the EU standards (?) [37]. 

 

2.2.1 PRODUCT 

 

“We build the communications about our products around three pillars. Firstly, autarky from 

the energy market and price fluctuations, knowing cheap green electricity is produced from 

your own PVs and being part of the renewable energy revolution by supporting the expansion 

of renewable energy on your own rooftop. Secondly, affordability through the rental model 
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without the need to finance a high amount for a system of PV and other equipment. And lastly, 

a carefree service package that makes you sleep well knowing that no matter what happens, 

we will take care of the maintenance of your PVs without additional cost” [39]. 

 

Enpal was formed with the goal of making solar energy as accessible and affordable as possible 

to all homeowners. The combination of a service package with a monthly rent should remove 

barriers associated with hefty initial investments. Additionally, Enpal’s product and business 

model were designed to overcome the inertia brought on by extensive preceding research into 

the ideal product, suppliers, and regulatory requirements. Immediately following the 

installation of their own PVs, customers should be able to save money through self-produced 

electricity. Furthermore consumers, should be able to obtain complete control over their energy 

usage with Enpal's energy management software, which enables them to track energy 

production and consumption along the ecosystem of panels, storage, heating, and wall box. 

Finally, the connectivity of equipment and storage assets enables users to generate income from 

their PVs by selling excess power through Enpal's VPP. Enpal also offers electricity contracts 

to provide clients with 100 percent renewable energy, sourced from European solar- and wind 

farms, during times when complete self-sufficiency cannot be accomplished through self-

production [34]. 

 

2.2.2 CUSTOMERS 

Enpal focuses on the business-to-consumer sector, by only addressing homeowners that want 

to be independent of conventional energy providers. Companies or tenants of rental buildings 

are not addressed until the present time. In this specific target group, approximately fourteen 

million homes are anticipated to be potential customers of Enpal, in Germany [34]. From 2021 

to 2022, the overall number of PVs registered on housing increased by 30%. Following this 

pattern, domestic solar installation demand will at least double by 2026 (Case Exhibit 13).  

Through its business model, Enpal can reach many consumers who would not otherwise 

consider installing PVs by reducing the common worries connected with PV installations. As 

of 2023 Enpal is only operating in Germany and plans to expand into other European countries 

[34]. Customers are mostly addressed through search engine advertisements, word to mouth 

marketing, and paid content on websites related to the key words of energy savings, 

photovoltaic and high energy prices [39]. 
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2.3 COMPETITION 

 

“Our main competitors are conventional electricity providers that keep selling electricity from 

fossil fuels, besides energy from renewables. Nevertheless, we can see that the competition in 

the PV installations sector increases, due to the awareness of other companies trying to secure 

a share of the market.” [40] 

 

Enpal faces competition from multiple angles. It began as a PV installation company in 

competition with other area installers, in its home market of Germany. Enpal now competes 

with energy producers, energy service providers, energy suppliers, and energy traders due to 

the expansion of its business portfolio and the introduction of the VPP. With the emergence of 

other start-ups that are consolidating the market for PV installations and the entry of 

conventional power providers into the market for PV installations, Enpal faces intensifying 

competition. 

 

2.3.1 ENERGY PROVIDERS 

By installing PVs, Enpal indirectly competes with energy suppliers and energy producers who 

create energy and sell it to customers. Enpal diminishes the overall market size for energy 

suppliers and manufacturers as a result of the energy independence of these households. With 

the implementation of the VPP, Enpal now competes directly with energy providers who sell 

their energy through direct contracts with consumers or the central electricity market. Enpal 

exploits the installed PVs' available capacity to generate income on the energy market [34].  

The energy market in Germany is still dominated by four big corporations. After the market 

liberalization, incumbents and numerous regional electrical suppliers consolidated into the four 

market leaders RWE, E.ON, Vattenfall, and EnBW. These businesses are primarily energy 

producers, energy suppliers, and network and transmission operators. In 2022, these companies 

provided 53 percent of the total energy consumed in Germany. The primary source of 

electricity is a combination of fossil fuels and renewables. Approximately 800 smaller regional 

suppliers and private PV installations account for the remaining 47 percent of produced 

electricity [41].  

In response to the growing demand for renewable energy, the four companies have expanded 

their renewable energy offers as an alternative to fossil-generated electricity. EnBW, for 

instance, offers "EnBW Green Power" contracts that enable users to purchase electricity from 
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renewable energy sources such as wind, solar, and hydropower. Additionally, EnBW's 

subsidiary "Energieversum" offers PV installation services, including the installation of solar 

panels, wall-boxes, and energy storage. EnBW aims to be carbon neutral by 2035 and generate 

80% of its energy from renewable sources [42].  

E.ON, like EnBW, offers a variety of renewable energy contracts, including "E.ON 

SolarStrom", which provides PV system instalments and supplementary equipment. E.ON aims 

to be carbon-neutral by 2045 and invests in the development of renewable energies and private 

photovoltaic systems. In addition, E.ON has committed 22 billion Euros to the expansion of 

smart grids in Germany [43].  

Vattenfall has invested more than three billion euros in new wind farms to fuel its transition to 

more sustainable energy production. Moreover, Vattenfall launched "Power Climate Smarter 

Living" to assist customers in conserving energy and reducing their carbon footprint. Vattenfall 

aims to be carbon-neutral by 2050 and is pursuing fossil-fuel independence [44]. Vattenfall, 

E.ON, and EnBW are also investing in public charging infrastructure for electric vehicles (Case 

Exhibit 1) in their respective service areas [42]–[45].  

RWE offers "RWE Green Energy" contracts that allow clients to select from a variety of 

renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar, and hydropower. RWE has pledged to invest 

50 billion Euro through 2030 in the production of renewable energy to cut carbon emissions 

by 70% [45].  

E.ON transferred a significant portion of its conventional energy productions to its newly 

established subsidiary Uniper in 2018 [46]. In 2019, RWE moved its direct customer business 

to E.ON to concentrate on energy generation, transmission, distribution, and wholesale. This 

move transformed E.ON the largest energy provider in Germany by number of retail customers 

[47]. 

 

2.3.2 PHOTOVOLTAIC INSTALLATION COMPANIES 

There are roughly 3,300 solar installation firms in Germany. The majority of these enterprises 

are small local businesses that purchase PV components on demand from larger manufacturers. 

Typically, these companies are responsible for the planning, installation, and maintenance of 

PV systems.  

With the rising demand for residential solar systems over the past few years, the industry has 

evolved through the entry of new enterprises and the consolidation of local businesses. In 2021, 

1komma5 joined the market by providing smart technology to local PV installation companies 
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and consolidated the market through the acquisition of a majority share in local enterprises. In 

addition, Energiekonzepte Deutschland GmbH became one of the largest PV installation firms 

by establishing a network of independent installers operating under the Energiekonzepte 

Deutschland brand. In addition, the established energy companies, E.ON and EnBW, entered 

the market by offering installation services in addition to their core business [48].  

Philipp Schröder, formerly the director of Tesla Germany, created 1komma5 in 2021. It has 

received total investments of 200 million Euro to date. In 2022, its first full year of operations, 

1komma5 generated 148 million EUR in revenue. Similar to Enpal, 1komma5 offers a 

connected ecosystem of solar panels, storage, heating, and wall-box that is centrally 

administered by the Heartbeat-App, allowing for the optimization of energy usage and storage. 

Moreover, in conjunction with the 1komma5 electricity supply contract, Heartbeat offers 

access to 1komma5's VPP, allowing the sale of surplus electricity to the grid. Unlinke Enpal, 

1komma5 only sells its hardware and services and does not rent them. Another significant 

distinction is that 1komma5 grows through partnerships with and acquisitions of existing solar 

installation companies. These companies separately handle the planning, installation, and 

maintenance of PVs and other goods, while leveraging 1komma5's technology, sales channels, 

financial resources, and hardware alliances. In addition, 1komma5 sells its Heartbeat 

technology and VPP access as an add-on solution to customers who have already installed PVs 

from other businesses. In 2023, 1komma5 announced a cooperation with the German 

automaker Porsche to embed Heartbeat technology in all electric vehicles to improve charging 

and to include Porsche's EV batteries into 1komma5's VPP. All hardware products now offered 

by 1komma5 are purchased from well-known manufacturers and are not manufactured under 

a private label. Until 2025, 1komma5 intends to produce a solar panel entirely built in Germany, 

which it will offer alongside its third-party brand modules, to secure a stable supply chain and 

address environmental and social issues in the Chinese solar module production [49].  

Matthias Hammer, the former founder and CEO of SENEC, a German manufacturer of solar 

energy storage, established Energiekonzepte Deutschland GmbH (EKD) in 2018. In 2022 

Energiekonzepte Deutschland produced a revenue of 260 million Euro. In 2023, EKD will have 

73 locations in Germany with 2,300 employees. EKD connects with local PV installation firms 

and provides them with access to its sales and procurement network. EKD provides installation 

and planning services for PV systems, including storage, heat pumps, and wall-box, as of today. 

EKD acquires its equipment in collaboration with Ampere, a German solar equipment 

manufacturer that designs in Germany and manufactures in China [50].  
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In 2018, E.ON entered the PV installation business. It allows customers to purchase PV systems 

with storage, wall box, and heat pumps. In 2022, E.ON generated 163 million euros in revenue 

from PV system installations in Germany. In Germany, E.ON employs around 36,500 

individuals, although it is not specified how many of these employees work entirely in the solar 

industry. Either E.ON or its partners are responsible for the installation and planning of the PV 

system. Additionally, E.ON provides access to its solar cloud, which functions as a virtual 

energy storage. E.ON purchases customers' access energy and feeds it to the grid. Customers 

are credited for every kilowatt-hour of electricity they deliver and can access their balance 

when their PV-generated electricity is insufficient to suit their own needs. This is possible 

because E.ON sells excess electricity to the market and purchases renewable energy from the 

market, when necessary, in the same quantity that was previously fed into the grid. E.ON's 

equipment is manufactured in partnership with SOLARWATT, a German solar panel and 

equipment manufacturer that produces a portion of its high-end solar modules and energy 

storage devices in Germany. Currently, E.ON SolarStrom does not cover all of Germany [43].  

EnBW entered the market for PV installations in 2020 by acquiring regional PV installation 

business Energieversum. In 2022, Energieversum generated 179 million Euro in sales. 

Energieversum employs over 400 individuals at thirteen locations and now serves only limited 

regions of Germany. Energieversum, like E.ON, exclusively sells solar panels, solar storage, 

and wall-boxes. Energieversum's equipment is built by SENEC, a subsidiary of EnBW 

purchased in 2018. SENEC manufactures some of its equipment in China and Europe. 

Similarly, to E.ON, Energieversum provides access to its solar cloud [42]. 

 

2.4 CLIMATE MOVEMENTS AND POLITICAL ACTIVISM 

 
“Our Chief Evangelist at Enpal is in close contact with actors in the politics and associations 

to accelerate the development of renewable energies and break down bureaucratic obstacles 

that slow down the expansion of private PV installations. The publication of the new solar 

strategy, in corporation with the Feder Ministry of Economic Affairs, was a great milestone 

for us and the industry and show that we can successfully help to shape legislation to reach 

our joint climate goals faster” [57]. 

 
Large social movements can influence and shape political decision-making [51], hence social 

and environmental movements play an essential role in the development of the German market. 

Climate change and its subsequent implications have become the most concerned issue in 
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Germany [52]. In recent years, young Germans have initiated climate justice initiatives such as 

"Fridays for Future" (FF) or "Extinction Rebellion" (ER), protesting for the compliance of the 

Paris Climate goals and the abolition of fossil fuel-generated electricity. In the 1980s, 

movements such as the ‘Anti-Nuclear-Power Movement’ were successful in pressing the 

German government through bottom-up social mobilization [53] to decide the nuclear power 

phase out in 2002 and declare the expedited phase out in 2011 [54]. Long-term evidence 

indicates that citizen mobilization has a significant impact on power structures and not only 

leads to political changes, but also stimulates institutional change and the production of new 

knowledge and innovations to satisfy the needs of the public [55, 56]. Both the FF and ER 

environmental movements urge a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and an immediate end 

to non-sustainable technologies such as fossil fuel power generation in favour of renewables. 

Through large-scale civic movements in Germany, FF has joined the political mainstream [57].  

Additionally, businesses collaborate to influence the government to support their cause and 

design rules. Enpal, as a member of the ‘solar industry association’, is assisting the ruling 

parties in reducing bureaucracy for PV installations and accelerating the expansion of PV 

systems. In 2023 the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Action of 

Germany announced "a new solar plan" that includes a guideline to accelerate the expansion of 

solar energy in Germany and a strategy to bring solar module manufacturing back to Europe. 

This paper was co-written by the solar industry association and is expected to be transformed 

into law by the Minister of Economic Affairs is by the end of 2023 [58]. 

 

2.5 MEDIA 

 

„Our business case and environmental KPIs are inseparable connected. With every 

installation we make households become independent of the energy market and we expand the 

available capacity of renewable energy. Right after the installation we are not CO2 positive, 

because the PV systems must be produced, shipped, and installed, with each steps causing 

emissions, but after approximately 2 years the customer starts becoming CO2 negative. Due to 

the complexity of saved emissions, in the bigger picture, by customers and by providing 

renewable energy into the market through our VPP it is difficult for us now to communicate a 

reliable CO2 balance to the public. So, for now we only communicate the potential CO2 

savings to each client. We are working on developing an ESG accounting system, but it is not 
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our priority now, because we know each new installation will reduce emissions in the long 

run” [57]. 

 

The media have a significant impact in shaping public opinion. Through close media 

interaction, businesses can influence industry-wide change and shape their public image. 

Renewable energies and climate conservation have risen to prominence in the German media 

in recent years. The primary subjects of discussion were the spread of renewable energy, the 

electrification of transportation, and the cost of energy. In 2022, on the eve of the Russo-

Ukrainian war, the most prominent news stories focused on the increased demand for solar 

panels as a result of rising electricity prices and the urge to abandon the use of fossil fuels for 

power generation [58]. 

Enpal was mostly noted due to its rapid expansion or as a cheap solution to growing electricity 

prices [5]. Enpal actively engaged in communications through the appearances of C-Level 

Management in Interviews on Podcasts, TV Shows, or Online Media, addressing the 

significance of the expansion of renewable energy generation, the advantages of energy 

autarky, and the current bureaucratic obstacles they face [6]. As there are no precise 

calculations available at this time, Enpal has not disclosed any CO2 balance resulting from 

their operations to the general public. 

RWE is primarily highlighted in the context of criticism for their ongoing coal and nuclear 

projects [5], while their press releases [7] emphasize the expansion of their renewables. EnBW 

earns acclaim from the media for abandoning nuclear power and initiating new e-mobility 

initiatives [5], while its public communications [8] emphasize advances in its renewable energy 

and green hydrogen programs. E.ON is lauded for their ambitions in the private PV and storage 

industry, however their affiliate Uniper has received poor press due to its traditional power 

generating and bankruptcy case resulting from a Russian gas crisis [5]. E.ON's news releases 

[9] emphasize the company's renewable energy and PV developments. Vattenfall receives little 

coverage from the German media [10] and spreads awareness of their electric mobility and 

renewable energy projects through their own press releases. In the recent mainstream media, 

neither 1komma5 nor Energiekonzepte Germany are featured. Rather, trade publications are 

covering recent advances. 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The field of sustainability strategy has evolved over the last decades. This literature review 

aims to provide a theoretical framework to analyse the previously described case. Using a 

sustainability theoretical lens, the goal is to understand how Enpal has successfully entered the 

German energy market through strategically adopting sustainability as a competitive 

advantage. 

 

3.1 THE CONCEPT OF CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSBILITY 

Sustainability strategy is a rather new business phenomenon that took a long way from Milton 

Friedman’s argument that “the social responsibility of business is to increase profits” in 1970 

(Friedman, 1970, p.1.) [65]. In 1984 Edward Freeman derived that a business has a broader 

responsibility than just serving shareholders and extended the scope of responsibility to 

customers, employees, suppliers, communities, and the environment. Freeman’s stakeholder 

theory (1984) provided first methods in identifying and managing the interests of these various 

stakeholders and lied the groundwork for further studies in sustainable business and corporate 

social responsibility. The critique of this theory was that it only addresses direct stakeholders’ 

interests without considering indirect effects of environmental aspects (Key, 1999) [66]. In 

response to growing concerns of economic development and environmental degradation, the 

United Nations (UN) published a global agenda for change in 1987 named “Our Common 

Future” that outlined strategies to reach a sustainable development and discussed the 

“environment and development as one single issue (Our Common Future, 1987, p.43) [67]. 

The report describes sustainable development as “development that meets the needs of the 

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Our 

Common Future, p.43) [67]. The definition of a clear connection between economic growth, 

social equity and environmental protection set the stage for the development of sustainable 

strategies, by bringing attention to the concept of sustainable development and stakeholder 

engagement. With the growing awareness and scrutiny about businesses’ social responsibility 

scholars developed a guiding framework for businesses to understand their roles and 

responsibilities, in regard of sustainability and social issues, that helped developing 

sustainability strategies. Carroll’s CSR Pyramid (1991) offered a comprehensive and 

systematic understanding of various dimensions of CSR. It defined four levels of CSR and 

defined related stakeholders. The four levels of the pyramid comprised of: (1) Economic 

responsibility as the obligation to generate profits and ensure financial stability; (2) Legal 
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responsibility as the obligation to obey laws and regulations that govern their operations; (3) 

Ethical responsibilities that go beyond obedience of the law and demands moral obligations in 

conducting business in a fair and just manner regarding various stakeholders; (4) Philanthropic 

responsibilities, which involve voluntary activities that promote the well-being of societies and 

the environment and demonstrate being a good corporate citizen. Carroll’s framework suggests 

addressing all levels of the CSR pyramid simultaneously to achieve a balanced and 

comprehensive approach and therefore provided a holistic framework for businesses to 

integrate social and environmental considerations into their core strategy. The inclusion of 

different levels of responsibilities and various stakeholders enabled businesses to make more 

holistic and sustainable decisions (Carroll, 2016) [68]. 

 

3.2 CREATING SHARED VALUE (CSV) 

Building on prior research Michael E. Porter and Mark R. Kramer developed the concept of 

Crating Shared Value (CSV), in 2011. The authors argued this CSV concept would be an 

alternative to the traditional CSR perspective by integrating value creation into a corporation’s 

core operations.  

Creating shared value describes the strategic abilities of a company to “create economic value 

through creating societal value” (Porter & Kramer, 2011, p.15) [69]. The idea is that businesses 

can enhance competitiveness while simultaneously advancing economic and social conditions 

in the communities where they operate. It combines the aspects of business viability and social 

impact that were traditionally two perspectives. Porter describes the concept as “thinking about 

the primary role of business as ‘meeting societal needs, at a profit” (Porter, 2016, p.1) [70]. In 

their paper, Porter and Kramer described three strategies to address societal needs through, a 

successful profitable business. 

Firstly, businesses can reconceive products and markets to address societal, or environmental, 

issues. Companies can create products that help the society and address a social, or 

environmental need by solving it along the way. Also, companies can serve unmet needs in 

underserved communities by addressing customers at “the bottom of the pyramid” and reduce 

poverty, for example. These business models should not be considered charitable but should 

be sustainably profitable, efficient, and innovative to overcome the issues of underserved 

markets (Porter & Kramer, 2011; Porter, 2016) [69], [71].  

Secondly, businesses may create shared value by redefining the productivity of companies 

within their value chain and therefore create congruence between societal progress and 
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profitability. Examples of changing operations from a shared value creation perspective can 

relate to use of resources and energy and related environmental impact as well as procurement, 

production, and logistics in relations to societal and environmental impacts (Porter & Kramer, 

2011) [69].  

Lastly, by building supportive industry clusters, businesses can help to reinforce changes along 

their operations and address gaps and failure in the conditions outside and inside of this cluster. 

All prosperous and expanding regional economies have major clusters, which are essential for 

fostering productivity, innovation, and competitiveness. Local suppliers foster collaborative 

and logistical advantages. Local capabilities such as education, training and complementary 

industries can enhance productivity and development. A key aspect of cluster building is to 

create transparent markets with absence of monopolistic structure which gives companies 

inside and outside the cluster, an incentive for increased efficiency and quality. Therefore, the 

success of the company and that of local communities where it operates should be aligned 

(Porter & Kramer, 2011) [69].  

The creation of shared value increments the opportunity for companies to regain legitimacy of 

business by solving relevant problems instead of being focus on only economic success. It 

presents an opportunity for innovation, enhanced productivity and economic growth while 

address societal and environmental issues (Porter & Kramer, 2011) [69].  

Despite the popularity and acclamation received from practitioners, CSV has also been targeted 

of important criticism. Crane and colleagues (2014) criticized the concept claiming it does not 

address the tensions between economic and societal and environmental goals. Instead, it 

provides an umbrella concept for loosely connected concepts within a corporation. 

Nevertheless, the concept elevates social and environmental goals to a strategic level and 

provides a broad framework to analyse a company’s value chain regarding social and 

environmental sustainability (Porter, 2016, p.1)  [72]. 

 

3.3 SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY 

Literature suggests that companies can evolve along different stages of sustainability 

management and progress by adopting sustainability strategies. This classification of 

sustainable strategy is traditionally based on the degree of proactivity a company applies 

towards environmental and social management and the management of its stakeholders’ 

expectations (Roome, 1992) [73]. 
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Roome (1992) suggests five broad strategic options of: (1) Non-compliance, (2) compliance, 

(3) compliance plus, (4) commercial and environmental excellence, and (5) leading edge. Non-

compliance occurs when a company is not willing, or cannot, react to changing standards. 

Compliance is driven by reaction to changing legislation. Compliance plus adds the willingness 

of a firm’s management to change operations towards a pro-active environmental and social 

approach. While the first three strategies do not indicate that a company is striving to gain 

competitive advantage from environmental and social positioning the last two categories 

indicate that a company is striving for environmental and social leadership in its respective 

industry and use its positioning as a differentiating factor among their competitors (Roome, 

1992) [73].  

Further research about sustainability strategies by Hunt and Auster (1990) also suggest a 

categorization of corporate environmental strategies on a scale of five stages. Namely: (1) the 

beginner, (2) the firefighter, (3) the concerned citizen, (4) the pragmatist, and (5) the 

proactivist. The beginners are characterized by ignoring environmental and social issues and 

leaving stakeholders uninformed about the possible consequences. The firefighter does not put 

priority to environmental and social management but does allocate budgets towards solving 

problems once they occur. Concerned citizens are allocating budgets and attention towards 

identification and anticipation of environmental and social issues but do not integrate them 

directly into their operative strategy. Pragmatists actively manage environmental and social 

issues and integrate solutions into their operations. They usually become pragmatists after their 

respective industry experienced costly environmental or social issues. Proactivists set 

sustainability management as their top priority. They integrate external and internal reporting’s 

about environmental aspects into their core operation and decision-making process (Hunt & 

Auster, 1990) [75].  

Henriques and Sadorsky (1999) consolidated these two frameworks into four categories 

derived from Carroll’s (1979) and Wartick and Cochran ‘s (1985) work on the three dimensions 

of corporate social performance (Wartick & Cochran, 1985: Carroll, 1979) [76], [77]. These 

four stages model makes it easier to understand and classify the level of a corporation based 

on their proactivity and stakeholder management towards sustainability issues. The four levels 

of companies in sustainability management are described as: (1) Reactive, (2) defensive, (3) 

accommodative, and (4) proactive (Henriques & Sadorsky, 1999) [78]. The characteristics of 

these four categories can be found in in the appendix.  

Key to the evaluation of a company’s state of sustainability management are commitment 

practices and stakeholder management. According to Henriques and Sadorsky (1999), 
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commitment relates to formulating a clear environmental plan, including clear goals, and 

communicating it to stakeholders inside and outside of the corporation. As well as having 

dedicated management that diligently supervise and promote the implementation of this plan. 

In their research, the role of stakeholders is defined as “expressing interests and influencing 

the practice of an organization via direct or indirect pressure or by conveying information” 

(Henriques & Sadorsky, 1999) [78]. Stakeholders are categorized in four groups: (1) regulatory 

stakeholders, (2) organizational stakeholders, (3) community stakeholders, and (4) media. 

Regulatory stakeholders hold legislative power or can shape standards for an industry. 

Organizational stakeholders are directly related to the company and can directly impact 

organizations bottom line, it is mainly related to customers, employees, suppliers, and 

shareholders. Community groups are environmental communities, activists and other lobbyists 

that can shape the public perception of the company. The last group of stakeholders is the media 

which can shape the public opinion about a corporation on a large scale and therefore also 

impact all other stakeholder groups.  

Research concludes that proactive companies concern all stakeholders as important with 

exception for the media, proving their level of commitment to meeting their stakeholders 

demands (Henriques & Sadorsky, 1999) [78]. This principal reverses for reactive companies, 

that regard media as the most important stakeholder despite all others. A possible explanation 

could be that reactive firms are more concerned about being caught by media than regulators 

since they are not able to proof due diligence in case of an investigation (Henriques & 

Sadorsky, 1999) [78]. 

The work of Henriques and Sadorsky on the four positionings of sustainable strategy, and 

environmental management, gives valuable insights into the relationship between 

environmental commitment and the perception of stakeholder importance. It provides a simple 

framework for scholars to classify a company’s environmental strategy into four general 

buckets. Nevertheless, recent scholars argue that the integration of sustainability management 

into existing business practices, is not sufficient to have a positive environmental impact. The 

goal should be to become a market leader by transforming the practices within a market itself 

and adopting novel ways of doing business that are inherently sustainable. These corporate 

strategies do not focus on managing environmental damages or stakeholder expectations, rather 

put environmental conservation in the centre of its business model (Hoffman & Ross, 2018) 

[79]. 
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3.4 THE NEXT PHASE OF BUSINESS SUSTAINABILITY 

Building on prior research, which mostly addresses corporate citizenship, in sustainability, 

Hoffman (2018) argues that the current approach of integrating environmental strategies into 

existing business operations has reached the limit of its capabilities, in doing good and avoiding 

harm for the environment. Hoffman (2018) calls for a more drastic approach.  

The author describes the current state of business sustainability as ‘Enterprise Integration’, 

which is focused on responsiveness of markets shifts and integrating sustainability in existing 

business models. He argues that the next phase of business sustainability will be based on 

business models that transform the market by following an inherently sustainable business 

model to ‘create sustainability; instead of ‘reduce unsustainability’ (Hoffman & Ross, 2018) 

[79]. 

Companies operating successfully on an integrative level of sustainability translate the pressure 

of stakeholders into their existing structure and develop management strategies. For example, 

if suppliers demand for sustainability, this issue is addressed as a challenge in procurement. If 

customers demand more sustainability, the issue is addressed as a challenge of market demand. 

If banks demand more sustainability, the issue is addressed as a challenge of capital acquisition, 

etc. (Hoffman & Ross, 2018) [79]. Therefore; “Companies can remain agnostic about the 

science of particular issues (such as climate change) but still recognize their importance as 

business concerns” (Hoffman & Ross, 2018, p.6) [79]. 

Companies that are successfully operating on transforming the market understand that not a 

single company or product will have enough impact, but the market itself must change since 

“real sustainability is a property of a system” (Ehrenfeld & Hoffman, 2013, p.16) [80]. 

Hoffmann (2018) determines two systematic corporate sustainability strategies. Firstly, 

companies need to rethink their business strategies in leading change in their system towards 

sustainability. This includes the re-conception of four main areas: (1) Operations, (2) 

partnerships, (3) government engagement, and (4) transparency (Hoffman & Ross, 2018)  [79]. 

The main challenge concerning (1) operations will be to incorporate a circular approach to 

manage and maintain resources instead of following a linear approach of production, usage, 

and disposal (Hoffman & Ross, 2018) [79]. The key aim of a circular approach is to preserve 

value from energy, labour, and materials by reusing resources, maintaining products at their 

highest level as long as possible (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2023) [81]. The reconsideration 

of (2) partnerships involve broadening the scope of cooperation from the supply chain to 

indirect partners such as non-governmental organizations, the government, and competitors 

(Hoffman & Ross, 2018) [79]. This coopetition can include shared research and development 
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and sharing of common resources (Cabrera, 2014) [82]. (3) Governmental engagement includes 

cooperative lobbying to constructively shape the political guidelines of a market. 

Transformation of the market furthermore consists of (4) transparency. Transparent reporting 

mechanisms can create trust among stakeholders by involving stakeholders in the process of 

sustainable development (Hoffman & Ross, 2018) [79]. This transparency also involves 

publicly communicating misconduct within a company’s supply chain as laid out by the OECD 

Public Integrity Handbook (OECD, 2020) [83]. 

Secondly, companies need to rethink business itself in terms of (1) purpose, (2) business 

success metrics and (3) consumption. The (1) purpose of a business should be to “create a 

customer and serve this customer’s wants and needs” (Hoffman & Ross, 2018, p.14) [79], 

while considering environmental and social aspects, rather than focusing on profits. The 

success of a business therefore should be measured by (2) metrics that refer to sustainability, 

well-being, and health than only profits and time value of money, as for traditional capitalism. 

Business should also reduce (3) consumption from the source. Patagonia and other outdoor 

brands for example do so by closing their shops on Black Friday to counter-act excessive 

consumption (Hoffman & Ross, 2018) [79]. In a 2011 report the World Business Council for 

Sustainable Development (WBSCD) claims that “consumption as usual represents a threat, 

both locally and globally, to the natural resources” (WBSCD, 2011, p.3) [84].  The WBSCD 

calls for businesses to actively influence and manage sustainable consumption and “abandon 

the existing consumptions paradigm” (WBSCD, 2011, p.3) [84] The main tools to reduce 

demand are defined as “innovation” (WBSCD, 2011, p.9) [84] to redesign products, reduce 

material use and develop new business models, “choice influencing” (WBSCD, 2011, p.9) [84] 

to reduce consumption and “choice editing” (WBSCD, 2011, p.9) to sway consumers to use 

more sustainable alternatives when available (WBSCD, 2011) [84]. 

Hoffman (2018) provides a novel perspective on the sustainable transformation of markets, and 

corporations as key drivers to reach sustainability goals. Nevertheless, critics point to the lack 

of practical examples to derive clear strategies towards market transformation. Furthermore, 

Hoffman does not analyse the barriers of companies that can prevent companies from reaching 

the transformational level, such as short-term financial pressure, entrenched interests, or 

resistance to change (Najmaei & Sadeghinejad, 2022) [85]. 
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4. TEACHING NOTE 

This case is intended to teach students practical frameworks of corporate social responsibility 

and sustainability strategy. It can be incorporated into an advanced strategy or business ethics 

course, covering these topics.  

Using this case, students may investigate a recent scenario in which a shifting external 

conditions demand companies to adopt new ways of approaching sustainability strategies. 

Furthermore, this case offers students the opportunity to explore how new entrants put 

additional pressure on incumbents, by adopting sustainability as a competitive advantage. 

Therefore, students can compare different approaches to changing external conditions 

regarding of corporate social and environmental responsibility.  

This case starts by analysing the traditional understanding of corporate social and 

environmental responsibilities. Next, students are invited to investigate the concept of creating 

shared value and identify the type of sustainability strategy pursued. Finally, the case offers a 

practical scenario to explore future possibilities for further developing a sustainable strategy. 

The goal for students is to differentiate stages of corporate social responsibilities and apply 

theoretical literature to a practical scenario. 

 

4.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

This case allows students to analyse a practical scenario on how a company can gain 

competitive advantage based on a sustainability strategy. The case offers an understanding of 

the key aspects of shared value creation and strategic sustainability. 

The analysis of different players in the market and the market environment allows students to 

evaluate and compare different positions and levels of sustainability strategy and corporate 

social responsibility. 

Students should be able to give an outlook on the market transformation of the electricity sector 

in terms of sustainability and different approaches of actors within it. 

 

After studying this case, students will be able to: 

1. Understand the challenges facing the energy sector in the 21st century. 

2. Evaluate Enpal's strategy and its success relative to its competitors. 

3. Analyse the role of sustainability in Enpal's strategy and identify the initiatives that the 

company has carried out to create shared value. 

4. Identify of different sustainability strategies according to academic classifications. 
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5. Differentiate between integrative and transformative approaches to sustainability in the 

energy sector. 

6. Develop recommendations for Enpal's top management to further develop its strategy 

with sustainability concerns. 

 

4.2 RECOMMENDED READINGS 

It is highly recommended that students read three academic papers that should be covered 

during the course to enable students to solve this case. Firstly, ‘Shared Value Creation’ by 

Porter & Kramer (2011). Secondly ‘The Relationship between Environmental Commitment 

and Managerial Perception of Stakeholder Importance’ by Henriques & Sadorsky (1999). And 

finally, ‘The Next Phase of Business Sustainability’ by Hoffman (2018).  

 

4.3 SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS 

The instructor may use the questions below to guide the analysis of the market environment 

and business operations of Enpal in the case, based on the given information provided: 

 

1. The energy sector has gone through important changes in the recent years, challenging 

incumbents’ traditional business models. What challenges to the German energy sector 

emerged since the turn of the century? 

2. How successful has Enpal strategy been relative to its competitors? 

3. How relevant have sustainability issues been to Enpal’s strategy? Please illustrate your 

answer identifying initiatives that Enpal has carried out to create shared value. 

4. Based on the current actions within the energy sector which strategy of sustainability 

management are Enpal and its competitors following? Point out key actions that led to 

your conclusion. 

5. Based on your analysis and assuming sustainability will continue to be a strategic issue 

to Enpal, what recommendations could you give Enpal’s top management to further 

align its strategy and sustainability concerns? 

 

4.4 CLASS PLAN 

It is recommended to teach this case in a panel discussion. Students should prepare in advance 

by reading the case and recommended literature and taking first notes.  
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In the beginning of the class instructors may review the case and the learning objectives with 

their students. The instructor may then lead a discussion on the developments in the German 

energy sector, focusing on understanding the current market situations, changing legislations, 

the impact of renewable energy and technological advancements. Next, students should 

evaluate Enpal's strategy and its success relative to its competitors. The instructor should 

encourage students to analyse Enpal's business model and its competitive advantages. 

In the third section, the instructor should guide students to analyse the role of sustainability in 

Enpal's strategy and identify the initiatives that the company has carried out to create shared 

value. Students should differentiate between integrative and transformative approaches to 

sustainability in the energy sector, as well as the four classifications by Henriques and 

Sadorsky, and analyse Enpal's approach in this context. 

In the last section, the instructor should encourage students to develop recommendations for 

Enpal's top management to further align its strategy with sustainability concerns. Students 

should consider the impact of sustainability on Enpal's business model and evaluate the 

potential benefits and challenges of incorporating further sustainability initiatives. 

 

Review of case and learning objectives. 10 minutes 

Discussion on developments in the German 

energy sector. 

15 minutes 

Evaluation of Enpal’s success compared to 

its competitors. 

15 minutes 

Evaluation of Enpal’s strategy. 15 minutes 

Analysis on sustainability management 

strategy of Enpal and its competitors. 

15 minutes 

Evaluation of recommendations to further 

develop Enpal’s sustainability strategy. 

10 minutes 

Table1: Recommended schedule for case discussion 

 

4.5 ANALYSIS 

4.5.1 ASSIGNMENT QUESTION 1 

Question: The energy sector has gone through important changes in the recent years, 

challenging incumbents’ traditional business models. What challenges to the sector emerged 

since the turn of the century? 
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The liberalization of the German energy market in 1996 and the political commitment to 

transform the market to achieve net-zero CO2 emissions have prompted significant market 

transformations over the past two decades. This market shift is intrinsically influenced by 

consumer preferences for decentralized energy generation, new technologies, and government 

regulations of CO2 emissions. These tendencies stimulated the formation of new businesses 

that challenged the status quo by utilizing alternative energy concepts. In the past decade, five 

major developments have shaped the energy market. 

Market liberalization: The reduction of governmental controls and regulations, allowing 

supply and demand to act as the primary market forces, created opportunities for new 

companies to enter the energy market employing novel business practices. In addition, the 

transition from a monopolistic to an open market altered the price-setting mechanism and 

introduced the Merit-Order-Effect. Established businesses are under pressure from increased 

market competition to adapt to the market's shifting demands more quickly. The expansion of 

renewables and the accompanying Merit-Order-Effect of renewables diminishes the utility of 

conventional power plants. 

Decarbonisation: The need to reduce carbon emissions to fight climate change increased 

pressure on the energy sector to find new ways of electricity production and turn away from 

fossil fuels. With Germanys ambitious goal of comprehensively transforming the energy sector 

towards renewable energies, becoming climate neutral by 2045 the expansion of such energy 

sources is crucial. 

Policies and regulations: With the passage of the Renewable Energy Act (EEG) in 2000, the 

German government incentivised the development of wind, solar, and biomass energy sources. 

By providing fixed feed-in tariffs for solar energy, the primary incentives aimed to increase the 

number of PV system installations. These fixed returns made investments in private solar 

panels a plannable and potentially profitable choice, thereby accelerating Germany's transition 

to renewable electricity. Germany's subsidiary-based laws served as a model for other nations 

and were characterized as energy democracy due to the nature of the general public. Germany's 

"Act on Metering Point Operations and Data Communication in Smart Energy Networks" 

(Messstellenbetriebsgesetz, MsbG) focuses on the decentralization of energy networks via 

smart grids. The Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Action of Germany further 

supports the expansion of solar energy through the joint publication of ‘a new solar strategy’ 

in collaboration with the solar industry association. Furthermore, the anticipated electrification 

of the German infrastructure increases the demand for renewable electricity generation. 
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Moreover, political movements such as FF and ER enjoy the support of young citizens and are 

effectively shaping the political discourse. 

Changing consumer preferences: Increasingly, consumers are interested in becoming 

independent of conventional energy markets, primarily caused by electricity price fluctuations. 

The beginning of the Russo-Ukrainian war in 2022 accelerated the demand for solar panels, 

which had been increasing steadily over the past few years. In addition, customers increasingly 

demand renewable energy, but have doubts about the legitimacy of traditional energy 

providers, whose ongoing fossil fuel and nuclear projects are criticized in the media. 

Technological innovation: The emergence of new technologies in solar power generation, 

energy storage, electric mobility, and smart grids has disrupted the traditional energy market 

and created new business opportunities. The decentralization of energy networks, particularly 

through the development of Virtual Power Plants, challenges the centralised and monopolistic 

structure of power generation. Investors place significant bets on innovative solutions and 

companies that are working to solve the problem of clean and affordable energy production; 

for instance, Enpal received 1,7 billion Euro, in total, in funding, and 1komma5 received 400 

million Euro in funding. Also, general investments into clean tech increased in the recent years 

(Case Exhibit 15 & 16). 

 

4.5.2 ASSIGNMENT QUESTION 2 

Question: How successful has Enpal strategy been relative to its competitors? 

 

Enpal capitalized on their innovative leasing model, which addresses a wide range of potential 

customers, in combination with their all-in-one service package. Through their efficient 

operations, which proves to be a competitive advantage, Enpal gained market leadership in 

2022 (Case Exhibit 2). Competitors like E.ON and EnBW do not offer their services in all parts 

of Germany and do not offer leasing options. Furthermore, 1komma5 and EKD rely heavily on 

external service- and solar equipment providers which potentially decreases their efficiency. 

Also, Enpal’s VPP offers additional incentives due to earnings coming directly from selling 

excess energy. 

In general, the domestic photovoltaic market grew steadily from 2016 to 2022 (Case Exhibit 

11) caused by rising energy prices (Case Exhibit 3 & 4), in cooperation with incentives of the 

German government to promote the electrification of infrastructure, therefore the demand for 

domestic solar systems including heat pumps, energy storage and wall-boxes increased 
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significantly in 2021 and 2022. The expected expansion of domestic solar panel capacity is 

expected to double until 2026 (Case Exhibit 13).  

This trend is underlined by the stagnation in sales of conventional energy suppliers that 

achieved revenue growth mainly through ricing prices (Case Exhibit 6 & 8). Through the 

decrease in fixed feed-in tariffs for residential solar systems and ricing electricity prices self-

consumptions furthermore became increasingly economically viable (Case Exhibit 11). These 

trends led to a favourable market economy for solar installation companies.  

 

4.5.3 ASSIGNMENT QUESTION 3 

Question: How relevant have sustainability issues been to Enpal’s strategy? Please illustrate 

your answer identifying initiatives that Enpal has carried out to create shared value. 

 

Creating shared value describes the strategic abilities of a company to “create economic value 

through creating societal value” (Porter & Kramer, 2011, p.15) [69]. Porter describes the 

concept as “thinking about the primary role of business as “meeting societal needs, at a profit” 

(Porter, 2016, p.1) [70]. Therefore, businesses can enhance competitiveness while 

simultaneously advancing economic and social conditions in the communities where they 

operate. Porter and Kramer (2011) described three strategies to address societal needs through, 

a successful profitable business: (1) reconceiving products and markets, (2) redefining 

productivity, and (3) building supportive clusters. Enpal meets all three strategies by putting 

the expansion of clean energy through photovoltaic systems in the centre of their business 

operations. 

Reconceiving products and markets: By reducing financial risks related to installing PVs, 

Enpal can reach a broad spectrum of customers that would otherwise not consider installing 

PVs due to monetary restriction or lack of knowledge about viability and feasibility of own 

PVs. The main innovation of its product relates to the leasing model that enables people to 

acquire a complete PV system, without upfront costs. The inclusion of a full maintenance and 

customer care service further reduces the risk of unexpected costs for customers and makes 

climate friendly renovation of households, through complete PV systems, a predictable 

monthly expenditure. With the introduction of Enpal’s VPP customers can further decrease 

monthly leasing fees by earning money through their sold electricity.  

Redefining productivity: Enpal redefines the productivity of a traditional PV installation 

company by vertically integrating all steps of its value chain. The two key parts in the value 
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chain that distinguish Enpal from its competitors, are human capital and its procurement 

strategy. Firstly, procurement is directly managed in China, which ensures access to high-

quality equipment, even in times of high demand. Secondly, Enpal established an educational 

academy to train technicians in installing and maintaining PVs and complementary equipment. 

Therefore, Enpal becomes mostly independent of importers as well as other installation 

companies. Through these initiatives Enpal can expand without being stopped by the two 

bottlenecks of shortage in equipment or technicians, which are common in the PV installation 

industry. On the other hand, Enpal actively trains technicians that are specialised in the 

installation of renewable energy and therefore increases the all over knowledge and availability 

of skilled workers in the market which potentially benefits other corporations in the industry. 

Through its close monitoring of manufacturing processes Enpal further helps to develop 

societal and environmental standards, according to EU and German compliance regulations in 

China, to raise the all over standard in the industry. 

Other aspects to consider are the strategic goal to shift manufacturing to Europe, which benefits 

the all over industry in Germany and potentially also benefits competitors by reducing logistical 

expenses and emissions in manufacturing and procuring solar equipment. The human capital 

of office clerks that focus on a fast PV registration at the local network operators, potentially 

helps to create standardized processes, to ease the bureaucratic efforts for Enpal and its 

competitors. 

Building supportive industry clusters: With the vision to ‘connect all homes, creating one 

big, shared energy community’ Enpal is democratising how electricity is generated in 

Germany. From the traditional centralized model Enpal enables households to become mostly 

independent of energy providers and contribute to the availability of clean energy through 

participation in their VPP.  Therefore, Enpal breaks down, monopolistic structures and creates 

incentives for increased efficiencies and quality for established companies, by creating a local 

cluster of independent energy providers. 

 

4.5.4 ASSIGNMENT QUESTION 4 

Question: Based on the current actions within the energy sector which strategy of sustainability 

management are Enpal and its competitors following? Point out key actions that led to your 

conclusion. 
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Based on the level of proactivity in environmental management, one could argue that RWE is 

adhering to an accommodative strategy, as the public, regulators, and media have exerted 

pressure on RWE to reduce its carbon emissions and transition away from fossil fuels. While 

RWE has made some efforts to integrate sustainability into its business operations, these 

investments in renewable energy have been primarily focused on meeting compliance 

requirements and addressing stakeholder concerns, as opposed to a proactive sustainability 

strategy.  

Based on the available data, Vattenfall takes a proactive approach by integrating sustainability 

into its business operations. It has ambitious goals to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 and 

transition away from fossil fuels. Through its ‘Power Climate Smarter Living’ initiative, which 

invests in renewable energies and energy conservation solutions. In addition, Vattenfall 

supports the growth of electric mobility in East Germany by expanding charging network 

infrastructure (Case Exhibit 1).  

EnBW is focusing on a proactive sustainability strategy by rethinking its business operations 

in a sustainable manner. It may continue to pursue a proactive strategy but has not yet reached 

a transformative strategy, despite its investments in renewable energy and EV infrastructure, 

as there is no clear evidence that it is forming partnerships to transform the energy market. It 

aims to generate 80 percent of its energy from renewable sources by 2030 to become carbon 

neutral. EnBW divested its nuclear power generation operations and invested in new 

technologies and partnerships to achieve this objective. Principal areas of investment include 

research into green hydrogen as an alternative energy storage medium, the expansion of electric 

mobility charging infrastructure, the expansion of its business into private photovoltaic systems 

via Energieversum, and the acquisition of photovoltaic equipment manufacturer SENEC.  

All over, E.ON contributes to the growth of electrification and intelligent energy consumption 

in Germany. Therefore, one could argue that E.ON takes an advanced proactive approach. 

Nevertheless, E.ON is mainly focused on changing their own production and energy 

distribution, opposed to a transformational sustainability strategy. E.ON, like EnBW, is 

investing heavily in the expansion of renewables and private photovoltaic systems to achieve 

climate neutrality by 2045. Through its partnership with SOLARWATT, E.ON supports the 

German manufacturing of photovoltaic systems. Additionally, E.ON invests in the 

infrastructure for charging electric vehicles. E.ON's active investment in the development of 

its smart grids, which are a prerequisite for intelligent energy consumption, is its primary 

distinction from other energy providers.  
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While both Enpal and 1komma5, approach marginally different angles, both are following an 

inherently transformative sustainability strategy. Both companies are committed to transform 

the energy market through their business models, by advancing the expansion of 

smart photovoltaic systems. Enpal and 1komma5's integration of the VPP enables private 

households to participate in the expansion of clean energy supply and challenges the notion of 

centrally produced energy. Therefore, Enpal breaks down, monopolistic structures and creates 

incentives for increased efficiencies and quality for established companies. By forming 

partnerships with manufacturers, inside and outside of Europe, Enpal is driving forward 

environmental standards in the photovoltaic industry. Through integration of energy storage, 

heating, charging, and energy conservation tools, both companies actively contribute to the 

reduction of energy consumption. Furthermore, Enpal actively involves in shaping German 

legislations towards promoting climate friendly technologies. Finally, 1komma5 is influencing 

cross-industry stakeholders through its partnership with German car manufacturer Porsche, to 

intergrade its smart energy saving technology Heartbeat into electric vehicles. 

 

4.5.5 ASSIGNMENT QUESTION 5 

Question: Based on your analysis and assuming sustainability will continue to be a strategic 

issue to Enpal, what recommendations could you give Enpal’s top management to further align 

its strategy and sustainability concerns? 

 

Based on the previous analysis, one can claim that Enpal’s entire business model is inherently 

sustainable. However, there are still opportunities to improve sustainability. Although several 

examples can be offered based on the recommended readings, seven examples are identified 

below, followings Hoffman’s (2018) idea of four corporate sustainability strategies and three 

ways of rethinking business. 

First Enpal’s operational strategy already has several sustainability initiatives in place for 

example initial steps are taken to reduce supply chain emissions by integrating intelligent 

software to mitigate supply chain and sustainability risks. Nonetheless, efforts should be made 

to bring the manufacturing of photovoltaic modules and equipment to the European Union to 

create a more sustainable supply chain. Furthermore, Enpal could initiate initiatives to 

repurpose and refurbish solar panels to conserve energy, labour, and materials to adopt a more 

circular operational strategy. Also, the expansion into the business-to-business sector would 

allow Enpal to reach even more customers and accelerate the growth of renewable energy. 
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Second Enpal could engage in cross-industry partnerships to advance electric mobility and 

solar panel integration in new infrastructure and industrial buildings. Furthermore, Enpal could 

cooperate with competitors on the development of new technologies. 

Third, Enpal already practices governmental engagement to promote the expansion of solar 

energy. Through the implementation of the Chief Evangelist position Enpal sets a clear focus 

to actively engage in constructive political lobbyism. It could consequently expand its scope to 

advocate for the solar industry to all renewable energies. 

Fourth, Enpal should increase transparency by integrating more transparent reporting 

mechanisms and involve all stakeholders, including competitors, the public and customers. 

Fifth, Enpal follows the purpose of building a connected community of renewable energy 

households. While this is a purpose that indirectly serves societal and environmental purpose 

Enpal could that focuses on the direct environmental and societal impact of their operations. 

Sixths, Enpal does not currently share its environmental and social KPIs within or outside the 

organization. The next step towards more transparent communication could be shifting its 

business success metrics from installed photovoltaic systems to the related short- and long-

term environmental impact. 

Seventh, Enpal already engages in the reduction of conventional energy consumption, by 

offering sustainable energy alternatives and by enabling smart consumption through its energy 

management solution. It could expand its scope by also addressing customers that currently 

cannot install photovoltaic systems and offer public education on reducing energy 

consumption. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

In wrapping up this dissertation, it's clear that the urgency of climate change and its 

ramifications has underscored the increasing relevance of sustainability strategies in recent 

decades. Companies are compelled to revisit their conventional business models and embed 

sustainability at the heart of their strategic decisions to mitigate their environmental impact. 

This move towards sustainability is further bolstered by shifts in governmental regulations, 

consumer behaviour, and technological advancements. The energy sector being accountable 

for approximately 35 percent of global emissions, urgently needs to transform towards 

sustainable energy generation. 

Germany's energy market offers a compulsory example of how these trends can reshape an 

energy market. The liberalization of the market, coupled with the government's commitment 

to achieving net-zero carbon emissions, has caused significant transformations over the past 

two decades. This change has led to the emergence of innovative companies like Enpal, which 

challenged the status quo through adopting sustainability as the core of its strategy. 

This dissertation has analysed Enpal's novel business, which is based around solar panel leasing 

that enables homeowners to access solar panels and energy-saving equipment without any 

upfront cost and offered a comprehensive view on its competitive positioning and its response 

to sector-wide challenges.  

Enpal’s business model has enabled it to become a market leader in 2022, installing the most 

domestic photovoltaic systems in Germany. In general, the domestic photovoltaic market has 

constituently been growing from 2016 to 2022, driven by increasing energy costs and 

government incentives, and is projected to double by 2026, while traditional energy suppliers 

are experiencing flatlining sales.  

By creating shared value, it could be found that Enpal widens its customer base by easing the 

financial risks associated with purchasing photovoltaic system installation and therefore 

addressing a customer segment with less available resources. Furthermore, Enpal created 

operational efficiency through vertical integration of its value chain and has made significant 

contribution to the industry by training renewable energy technicians and rising the social and 

environmental standard in manufacturing countries of photovoltaic equipment. As part of its 

mission, Enpal aims to democratize electricity generation in Germany, challenging 

monopolistic structures and driving efficiencies in the sector, by creating local clusters of 

independent energy providers. 
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Enpal, along with companies like 1komma5, are committed to transforming the energy market, 

with a focus on smart photovoltaic systems. However, there are still opportunities for 

improving operational sustainability and better communication of sustainability metrics. 

This case study serves as an educational tool, providing students with the opportunity to apply 

practical frameworks of corporate social responsibility and sustainability strategy. Students can 

explore how shifting external conditions and the advent of new entrants adopting sustainability 

as a competitive advantage can pressure incumbents to change their approaches to 

sustainability strategies. By comparing different responses to these external changes, students 

can gain a deeper understanding of corporate social and environmental responsibilities. 

To conclude, this dissertation has provided a framework for analysing the evolution of 

sustainability strategy and how companies like Enpal have successfully leveraged this strategy 

to gain a competitive advantage in the German energy market. Concerning future market 

transformations, this case study offers valuable insights into how businesses can strategically 

adapt to changing conditions and enhance their sustainability strategy. Furthermore, this study 

potentially lays the groundwork for future research into the interconnection of sustainability 

strategy in a global business context.   
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APPENDICES 

 

Case Exhibit 1: The Merit-Order-Effect [14]. 
Case Exhibit 1: The Merit-Order-Effect. 
 

 

Case Exhibit 2: The Internet of Energy [86]. 
Case Exhibit 2: The Internet of Energy. 
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Case Exhibit 3: Transmission and distribution network of energy companies, in Germany, 
adapted from Bundesnetzagentur Germany overview electricity infrastructure 2023 [87]. 
Case Exhibit 3: Transmission and distribution network of energy companies, in 
Germany. 

 

Case Exhibit 4: Largest photovoltaic installation companies (B2C) by revenue 2022, in 
Germany [88]. 
Case Exhibit 4: Largest photovoltaic installation companies (B2C) by revenue 2022, in 
Germany. 
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Case Exhibit 5: Development of electricity prices in Germany from 2012 to 2022 [89]. 
Case Exhibit 5: Development of electricity prices in Germany from 2012 to 2022. 

 

Case Exhibit 6: Development of natural gas prices in Europe from 2015 until 2022 [90]. 
Case Exhibit 6: Development of natural gas prices in Europe from 2015 until 2022. 
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Case Exhibit 7: Year-on-year growth development of largest energy providers in Germany. 
Own graphic adapted from annual reports of RWE, EnBW, E.ON & Vattenfall 2019-2022 
[41]-[46], [91]-[100]. 
Case Exhibit 7: Year-on-year growth development of largest energy providers in Germany. 

 

Case Exhibit 8: Revenue development of largest energy providers in Germany (in million 
Euro, incl. infrastructure fees & consumer solutions for gas and electricity) own graphic 
adapted from annual reports of RWE, EnBW, E.ON & Vattenfall 2019-2022 [41]-[46], [91]-
[100]. 
Case Exhibit 8: Revenue development of largest energy providers in Germany. 
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Case Exhibit 9: Share of renewable energy production capacity of energy companies, in 
Germany, compared to Enpal (in %). Own graphic adapted from annual reports of RWE, 
EnBW, E.ON & Vattenfall 2019-2022 [41]-[46], [91]-[100]. 
Case Exhibit 9: Share of renewable energy production capacity of energy companies, in 
Germany, compared to Enpal (in %). 

 

Case Exhibit 10: Sold electricity B2C in Germany of energy providers in terawatt hours. Own 
graphic adapted from annual reports of RWE, EnBW, E.ON & Vattenfall 2019-2022 [41]-
[46], [91]-[100]. 
Case Exhibit 10: Sold electricity in Germany of energy providers (B2C) in terawatt hours. 
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Case Exhibit 11: Feed-in tariff development relative to electricity prices, in Germany from 
2000 until 2020 (in Euro/megawatt hour) [101]. 
Case Exhibit 11: Feed-in tariff development relative to electricity prices, in Germany, from 
2000 until 2020. 
 

 

Case Exhibit 12: Breakdown of total generation by energy source, in Germany, in 2022 
[102]. 
Case Exhibit 12: Breakdown of total generation by energy source, in Germany, in 2022. 
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Case Exhibit 13: Expected increase of domestic photovoltaic capacity (in gigawatt) in 
Germany until 2026 [103]. 
Case Exhibit 13: Expected increase of domestic photovoltaic capacity, in Germany, until 
2026. 
 

 
Case Exhibit 14: Conceptual classification of firms approaches to the natural environment 
according to Henriques and Sadorsky (1999) [78]. 
Case Exhibit 14: Conceptual classification of firms approaches to the natural 
environment. 
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Case Exhibit 15: Seed, Venture & Growth investment in cleantech, in the EU, 2018-2022, in 
Billion Euro [104]. 
Case Exhibit 15: Seed, Venture & Growth investment in cleantech, in the EU, 2018-
2022.  
 

 
Case Exhibit 16: Top clean tech investments in 2022, in the EU [104]. 
Case Exhibit 16: Top clean tech investments in 2022, in the EU. 
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Position Department Tenure Gender 

Growth Development Manager Marketing 1.5 years Male 

Sales Development Manager Sales 1.5 years Male 

Procurement Manager Procurement 1 year Female 

COO Founders Associate Founders Office 1 year Male 

Director Venture Development Founders Office 1 year Male 

Marketing Manager Marketing 1 year Male 

CEO Founders Associate Founders Office 2 years Female 

Corporate Communications Lead 
Corporate 
Communications 

1 year Female 

Case Exhibit 17: Overview of interviewees 
Case Exhibit 17: Overview of interviewees 
 


